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Company Name PACIFIC CONSULTANTS CO., LTD. Design / Consulting

Website https://www.pacific.co.jp/e/
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/

Solution

Tech/Solution Name  「Dosya-Bull」（An app that inform in advance of rainfall information and the possibility of sediment disasters）

Which field does the
tech/solution contribute to? Quality Infrastructure and Smart City

"Quality Infrastructure"

Which category can the
tech/solution be applied to?

Road/Bridge 〇 Port ×

0

Airport 〇

Water and Sewage ×
Power generation
/Energy × Railroad 〇

Housing 〇 ICT × Others（Free Writing）

"Smart City"

Which problem can the
tech/solution solve?

Traffic/Mobility × Energy ×

Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries × Environment ×

〇

Infrastructure
Maintenance 〇

Community Activation
/Sightseeing × Health/Medical ×

Disaster Prevention

Security 〇

Logistics ×
Urban Planning
/Maintenance 〇 Others（Free Writing） 0

Key words Disaster prevention

Overview of the
tech/solution

We have developed an application that detects the possibility of sediment disasters and send notifications to user's
smartphone, by combining the Dosya-Bull rainfall index calculated based on XRAIN rainfall data and information of
maximum slope angle of the terrains and the sediment disaster hazard areas.
This application can provide rainfall notifications and alerts in accordance with the sediment disaster hazard
evaluation, which can be used as one of the last resort to save people who evacuate late.
It can also be used for avoiding danger for workers during patrols such as road closures, early detection of sediment
disasters, and avoiding danger for workers in construction sites.
It is possible to customize and improve individual functions for each disaster prevention-related organization or
company. (e.g. information of sediment disaster hazard areas, warning areas, topography, evacuation centers, etc.)
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Considering
development

Consider if requested No plan to develop

Discription of the
tech/solution

Glocal Expansion

No plan to develop Consider if requested No plan to develop Consider if requested
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